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March 14, 2005

Program Executive Office
National Security Personnel System
ATOM: Bradley B. Bunn
1400 Key Boulevard, Suite B-200
Arlington, VA 22209-5144

Gentlemen:

Thank you for considering public views about the proposed National Security
Personnel System (NSPS) in the Department of Defense (DoD).

The rationale for pay banding in the NSPS seems to be slightly flawed.

Some proponents of the NSPS support pay banding and argue that the General
Schedule (GS) pay plan rewards people for longevity without regard to merit. A point
was made to that effect on the NSPS web site. Yet, GS "step increases" can be withheld
from an employee whose performance is not satisfactory.

Even so, why would longevity pay for military officers be good while longevity
pay for their OS civilian counterparts would not be desirable?

It's true that our valiant military personnel deservedly receive combat pay, flight
pay, sea pay, or other premium pay when they are in harm's way; but, military personnel
in a given grade also receive their base pay commensurate with their cumulative years of
service. Look at officer grade O-6 on a military pay chart. The pay jumps up every two
years with the years of cumulative service. Many civilian office workers in DoD perform
duties that are virtually identical to the work performed by military officers in the same
offices.

Wouldn't the NSPS set a bad precedent that could lead to eliminating the
military's longevity pay?

Does our great Department of Defense deeply discount the expertise of dedicated,
long-serving civilians? What happened to the "people are our most important asset"
philosophy?

I understand that, in some organizations, pay banded employees "negotiate" their
salaries within a range and then are given performance rewards from a pool of withheld
funds. If two people are doing the same amount and quality of work, but receive
different sustaining salaries, then what's equitable about that?

Then there is the matter of the time value of money and pay. Making "merit"
payments once a year to make up for what amounts to deliberate underpayments
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throughout the year denies the good employees earned interest income and capital gains
income from privately administered savings accounts, money markets, bonds, stocks, and
other investments. Their justly earned pay can't work for them until they have it.
Withholding the pay denies them its use to pay bills and for other purposes throughout
the year.

Employees in the GS pay plan receive standard amounts of pay and may receive
incentives when funds are available - e.g., cash awards - or, in some cases, quality step
increases (QSI) for exceptional performance. After the tenth step in a given pay grade,, a
GS employee may work for many more years with no further step increase (unless they
are promoted to a higher grade).

In the long run, the pay of employees hi a given pay band will probably regress to
a mean. The costs of administering pay-banding will probably outweigh any perceived or
conjectured cost saving. So-called "demonstration projects" may show that pay banding
can be done (e.g., administered), but they might not be capable of objectively showing
that pay banding is really better than the General Schedule. The sample set is altered by
the conditions of the experiment, as in the uncertainty principle, so success can be
claimed but it cannot be absolutely verified.

If pay banding fails for some of the same reasons that the old GM "merit pay" pay
plan was abandoned, then DoD can use the experience to justify outsourcing more Civil
Service jobs to contractors.

Including "National Security" in the title of the proposed system has the
appearance of a mere sleight-of-hand gimmick for pushing pay banding past its many
critics.

Doesn't the Department already have beneficial and well-proven security methods
to clear people? Aren't personnel security standards rigorously implemented? If so, then
I can't imagine how the NSPS would really add an additional measure of security, but it
certainly would involve administrative costs.

The stated rationale for pay banding in the NSPS is an insult in return for all of
the hard work and dedication of Civil Service employees over the years.

Keep the General Schedule. It isn't really broken, so don't try to fix it.

Copy to be furnished to:
American Federation of Government Employees
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